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DOMETIC GRANDE AIR
PRO 

        

   

Product price:  

1.426,23 € tax excluded  

  

Product description:  

Experience Ultimate Comfort with the DOMETIC GRANDE AIR PRO Inflatable Full Awning 

The Dometic Grande AIR Pro inflatable full awning discovers the freedom of outdoor camping
without sacrificing comfort and convenience.

Its innovative design and advanced features make it the ideal choice for those looking for a quick
and reliable solution to expand their living space. The DOMETIC Grande AIR Pro is available in
two models: the 390 S and 390 M, both equipped with the Single Point Inflation™ system and
Weathershield™ , ensuring strength and durability in any weather conditions.

The Dual-Pitch™ system increases the interior space and ventilation, while the QuickPitch™ guying
system ensures unmatched stability. Don't worry about insects; the integrated flyscreen panels
offer protection and comfort. For added customization, the front and side panels are fully
removable. Choose the DOMETIC Grande AIR Pro  for your camping adventures and experience
an unparalleled outdoor environment.

Technical Details: Nome Prodotto DOMETIC GRANDE AIR PRO 390 S FULL AWNING
DOMETIC GRANDE AIR PRO 390 M FULL AWNING Ref. 9120001122 9120001123 Awning
width (mm) 3900 3900 Awning depth (mm) 3000 3000 Highest point at front (mm) 1850 1850
Connection height (mm) 2350 - 2650 2650 - 2950 Pack size (L x W x H mm) 990 x 560 x 330 /
990 x 130 x 330 990 x 560 x 330 / 990 x 130 x 330 Weight (kg) 21.4 / 7.16 23.1 / 7.16 Min.
Weight (kg) 17.66 18.32 Adatto a Camper / Caravan Caravan Flyscreen panels RH window / LH
& RH doors RH window / LH & RH doors Curtains / Blinds Curtains Curtains Included Hand
pump, pegs, carry bag, draught skirt. Hand pump, pegs, carry bag, draught skirt. 

By choosing the DOMETIC GRANDE AIR PRO  for all seasons, you are ensuring an elegant and
robust solution, perfect for an unmatched camping experience. This product will not only enrich
your journey but also provide a safe and comfortable shelter, no matter the weather conditions.
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Explore our range of Inflatable Camping Awnings.

  

Product features:  

Length (mm):
Width (mm):
Height (mm):
Dry weight (Kg):
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